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Abstrat
Prospets of measuring polarized photons emitted from a quark-gluon plasma (QGP)
are disussed. In partiular, the detetion of a possible quark spin polarization in a
QGP using irularly polarized photons emitted from the plasma is studied. Pho-
tons leave the QGP without further interation and thus provide a primary probe
for quark polarization within the QGP. We nd that photon polarization annot
solely arise due to a possible QGP momentum spae anisotropy, but may be en-
haned due to it. In partiular, for oblate momentum distributions and high photon
energies, quark polarization is eiently transfered to photon polarization. The role
of ompeting soures of polarized photons in heavy-ion ollisions is disussed.
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The disovery of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), a new state of matter at
temperatures above T & 170 MeV, in heavy-ion ollisions at CERN/SPS [1℄
and RHIC [2℄ leaves open many questions about its properties and its internal
struture: If the naive piture of free quarks and gluons is obsolete, is the
QGP rather a strongly oupled system [3℄, or more adequately desribed as
a uid with low visosity [4℄? How does the QGP apparently thermalize so
fast (. 1 fm/) [5℄? Are quarks in the QGP polarized [6℄? In order to learn
more about the QGP, one would like to have a primary probe diretly from
its interior, whih is diult due to its very short lifetime τ ∼ 5 fm/. Suh
a probe is given by diret thermal photons that, when produed, typially
esape the plasma without further interation. The PHENIX experiment at
RHIC has onrmed the good agreement between the photon rate measured
and perturbative alulations [7℄. It has been suggested that diret photons
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ould provide information about a possible momentum anisotropy within the
QGP [8℄. Polarized photon emission from the QGP has been previously studied
as a geometrial surfae eet [9℄, but to our knowledge not from the bulk.
Global quark polarization within the QGP has been proposed by Liang and
Wang [6℄ to our in non-entral heavy-ion ollisions by a simple mehanism:
Due to a nite impat parameter, the bulk of the QGP is kiked to rotate
within the reation plane, and the resulting potentially large orbital angular
momentum may lead to quark spin polarization due to spin-orbit oupling
(see also [10,11℄). A possible transfer of quark polarization on massive parti-
les was studied for the ase of Λ-hyperons. Experimentally, an upper limit
of the polarization |PΛ,Λ¯| . 0.02 has been obtained at RHIC [12,13℄, while
reent alulations suggest PΛ ≈ −0.05 [14,15℄. It should be noted though
that hyperon polarization is aeted by all stages of the ollision, inluding
the later hadronization and the interating hadron gas phase, to an unknown
degree [16℄.
In this Letter, we show that global QGP polarization would eetively lead to
a polarization of photons. Photons are a primary probe as they are likely to
leave the plasma without further interation. Both angular distribution and
polarization of the emitted photons depend on the quark polarization. Partiu-
larly, we point out the possibility to detet a possible global quark polarization
using irularly polarized photons. We also show that a momentum-anisotropy
alone does not lead to a polarization of the emitted photons. Therefore, the
polarization of photons an be failitated as a diret signal of the quark spin
polarization.
Thermal photons in the QGP an be produed through Compton sattering
of (anti-)quarks and gluons, qg → qγ (q¯g → q¯γ), and annihilation of quarks
and antiquarks, qq¯ → gγ. The bulk of the QGP is dominated by up and down
quarks, for whih the ultrarelativisti limit T ≫ m for the urrent quark
masses m applies. In thermal equilibrium, photons are emitted isotropially,
thermally distributed, and unpolarized. In a heavy-ion ollision, however, the
QGP expands along the beam axis whih indues momentum spae anisotropy,
and the produed photons may reet this in their rapidity dependene [8℄.
For larity, we will use the term anisotropy for momentum spae anisotropy
within the QGP, polarization for quark spin or photon polarization, and we
use the temperature T as hard energy sale (qhard = T ), even though it is
properly dened only in the isotropi ase. Also, ~ = c = kB = 1.
The spin of a quark with momentum κ = (κ0,κ) an be dened in its rest
frame [17℄. Under a boost along κ, only the longitudinal omponent of the
spin four-vetor srest = (0, srest) hanges, the transverse ontribution being
invariant. For an ensemble of quarks with momentum κ, the average spin
srest an be split aording to srest = p
‖
κˆ + p⊥sˆ⊥ [18℄, where p‖ = p‖(κˆ) and
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Figure 1. (Color online). (a) Heavy ion ollisions with non-zero impat parameter b
may produe a global spin polarization of quarks along yˆ as proposed in Ref. [6℄.
(b) Suh a global quark spin sˆrest = yˆ ould be deteted through the azimuthal
φ-dependene of photons emitted from the plasma.
p⊥ = p⊥(κˆ) denote the degree of polarization along the propagation diretion
κˆ ≡ κ/|κ| or along a transverse diretion sˆ⊥ = sˆ⊥(κˆ) with κˆ · sˆ⊥ = 0.
States with partial polarization an be expressed in the ultrarelativisti limit
using the density matries ρ± = /κP± with P± =
(
1∓ p‖γ5 + p⊥γ5/ˆs⊥
)
/2,
where the upper (lower) sign refers to partiles (antipartiles) [17℄. Partial
polarization |srest|2 < 1 is understood as a linear ombination p‖ = p‖(↑)−p‖(↓)
with p‖(↑) + p‖(↓) = 1 (and likewise for p⊥) of fully polarized ontributions
|srest|2 = 1, for whih P 2± = P± are projetors [17℄.
In priniple, for a ertain point in oordinate spae, momentum dependent
polarization funtions p‖(κ), p⊥(κ), and sˆ⊥(κ) for eah (anti-)quark speies
would ompletely speify the quark polarization ontent within the QGP. Ide-
ally, these funtions should follow from some rst-priniple alulation in the
medium. Sine they are unknown, we proeed in a pragmati way: in aor-
dane with global polarization proposed for non-entral ollisions [6,15℄ (see
Fig. 1), we assume that the spin of eah quark in its rest frame is aligned
along the same diretion sˆrest(κ) = yˆ and that partiles with same energy κ0
share the same degree of polarization prest(κ0) = |srest(κ0,κ)|. Sine the main
polarization eet is expeted to arise from hard modes with energy κ0 ∼ T
[14,15℄, we use the following model for the energy dependene of prest(κ0):
prest(κ0) = p¯restΘ(κ0 − k∗). (1)
The energy threshold k∗ is hosen equal to the separation sale between soft
and hard modes, to be speied below Eq. (6). Modes that greatly exeed the
temperature are automatially ut o by the thermal distribution funtions
of the plasma.
The alulation of the prodution rate of photons with momentum q = (E,q)
requires a separation into hard (∼ T ) and soft (∼ gT ) momentum transfer
ontributions [19,8℄. We restrit ourselves to hard 2 ↔ 2 partile proesses
and orresponding soft proesses, and will not onsider proesses involving
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Figure 2. Feynman diagrams orresponding to (a) Compton sattering, (b) quark-an-
tiquark annihilation, and () photon self-energy (straight, urly, and wiggly lines
represent quarks, gluons, and photons). Arrows indiate where polarized states are
used in the alulation. The gray lled irle indiates a soft propagator dressed by
the medium.
more partiles, like bremsstrahlung and inelasti pair annihilation. A onsis-
tent treatment of the latter proesses requires an analysis of multiple soft
sattering [20℄, whih in the anisotropi ase still poses fundamental open
questions due to the possibility of plasma instabilities [8,5℄. In the isotropi
ase, these proesses hange the total photon rate in the relevant energy range
2.5 ≤ E/T ≤ 10 by a fator of two [20℄. For hard momenta, standard per-
turbation theory is used to alulate the rate ontributions from Compton
sattering Rc or annihilation Ra
E
dRc
d3q
=20π
∫
δ
fFξ (q1)f
B
ξ (q3)
(
|MSc |2−fFξ (q2)|Mc|2
)
,
E
dRa
d3q
=
320π
3
∫
δ
fFξ (q1)f
F
ξ (q2)
(
1 + fBξ (q3)
)
|Ma|2, (2)
with
∫
δ ≡
∫
d3q1d
3q2d
3q3/(2π)
9δ(4)(q1 + q2 − q3 − q)/(8E1E2E3) (the mo-
menta are dened in Fig. 2), and fermioni or bosoni distribution funtions
f
F/B
ξ . The numerial prefators inlude summing over Nc = 3 olors and the
frational harge fators of the onsidered up and down quarks that dom-
inate the rate due to their low mass. Pauli bloking has to be taken into
aount properly by inluding the sattering Compton matrix element ei-
ther polarized (Mc), or summed over outgoing quark polarization (MSc ). For
anisotropi momentum distributions, the isotropi distribution funtions f
F/B
iso
are assumed to be strethed along the beam axis z in momentum spae [21℄,
f
F/B
ξ (k) = N(ξ)f
F/B
iso (kξ), with k
2
ξ = k
2
x + k
2
y + (1 + ξ)k
2
z , the anisotropy pa-
rameter ξ > −1, and a normalization fator whih we hoose as N(ξ) = 1 as
in [8℄. A dierent normalization is disussed later.
Before looking at globally polarized quarks, we rst want to study the polar-
ization of emitted photons from a QGP without quark polarization. In the
following, we present the result for the Compton sattering diagram Fig. 2(a),
sine the orresponding sattering matrix Ma for the annihilation diagram
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Fig. 2(b) follows from rossing symmetry. For polarized Compton sattering
with eletron harge e and strong oupling g we nd
|Mc|2 = e
2g2
6

q · q1
q · q2 +
q · q2
q · q1 − 2m
2
∣∣∣∣∣ ǫ · q1q · q1−
ǫ · q2
q · q2
∣∣∣∣∣
2

 . (3)
In this equation we have kept a nite quark mass m dependene to demon-
strate how the polarization vetor ǫ(q) would enter the ross setion. This
formula leads to the well-known Klein-Nishina dierential ross setion [22℄.
For isotropi momentum distributions any polarization eet averages out.
However, for anisotropi momentum distributions, nite quark masses may
give rise to linear polarization of photons, even if the quarks in the plasma
are unpolarized. But in the ultrarelativisti limit onsidered, Eq. (3) triv-
ially redues to the unpolarized ase. For the soft part, the dressed quarks
in the medium aquire a thermal mass of the parametri order gT . If this
thermal mass adopts the role of an eetive quark mass, photon polarization
in an anisotropi medium would not yet be exluded. To address this ques-
tion, we alulate the soft ontributions for unpolarized quarks and polarized
photons. These an be obtained from the imaginary part of the photon self-
energy, whih orresponds to the 12-omponent of the photon self-energy Π
in Fig. 2() in the real-time formalism [19℄
E
dRsoft
d3q
= − i
2(2π)3
ǫ∗µǫνΠ
µν
12 (q). (4)
The unpolarized photon form [23,8℄ is reovered by applying the Ward iden-
tity. For general polarization vetors ǫ(q) one nds within the Hard Loop
approximation (whih assumes gT ∼ k ≪ q ∼ T ) [19℄
iǫ∗µǫνΠ
µν
12 (q)= e
220f
F
ξ (q)
3|q|
∫
d3k
(2π)3
Im q · S⋆R(k) (5)
with the retarded dressed fermioni propagator
/S⋆R(k) [24℄. This result is in-
dependent of the polarization vetor and is just 1/2 of the unpolarized result
[23,8℄. This means that within our model, photons emitted from a QGP with-
out quark polarization are unpolarized, even if the distribution funtions show
momentum anisotropy. In other words, the quarks themselves have to be po-
larized in order to observe photon polarization, and we an diretly relate
photon polarization to quark polarization.
We analyze the quark spin dependene by using polarized states ρ± as indi-
ated in Fig. 2, whih extends Eq. (3) in the ultrarelativisti ase to
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|Mc|2= e
2g2
12
{(
1 + p‖(q1)p
‖(q2)
) (q · q1
q · q2 +
q · q2
q · q1
)
(6)
+
(
p‖(q1) + p
‖(q2)
)(q · q2
q · q1 −
q · q1
q · q2
)
idet |ǫǫ∗qˆ|
−2p⊥(q1)p⊥(q2)
[(
q · sˆ⊥1
) (
q · sˆ⊥2
) ( 1
q · q1 −
1
q · q2
)
+sˆ⊥1 · sˆ⊥2 −
(
q · sˆ⊥1
) (
q1 · sˆ⊥2
)
q · q1 −
(
q · sˆ⊥2
) (
q2 · sˆ⊥1
)
q · q2




with sˆ⊥1 = sˆ
⊥(q1) and sˆ
⊥
2 = sˆ
⊥(q2). For unpolarized outgoing quarks one has
|MSc |2 = 2|Mc|2, with p‖(q2) = p⊥(q2) = 0. The piees quadrati in the polar-
ization, proportional to p‖(q1)p
‖(q2) and p
⊥(q1)p
⊥(q2), vanish independently in
the infrared (IR) limit through the angular integrations in (2), but they may
still ontribute at larger momentum transfers as we nd numerially. Only
the piee linear in the polarization, proportional to p‖(q1)+ p
‖(q2), survives in
the IR limit. This piee has a mathing ultraviolet ontribution from the soft
setor: Due to the assumption in Eq. (1) we only need to take into aount
polarized states for the hard quark line in Fig 2().
For polarized quarks and photons, Eq. (5) is extended to
iǫ∗µǫνΠ
µν
12 (q)=
(
1 + p‖(q)idet |ǫǫ∗qˆ|
)
(7)
×e2 10f
F
ξ (q)
3|q|
∫ d3k
(2π)3
Im q · S⋆R(k).
The determinant in this expression also ours in the hard part in Eq. (6). It
vanishes for linear polarization, but ontributes for right-(left)-handed irular
polarization with i det |ǫǫ∗qˆ| = +(−)1. The photon rate EdR/d3q is nally
given by adding the results of Eq. (2) and (4), with an intermediate uto
k∗ ∼ √gT that is varied to estimate unertainties due to its hoie, using
Monte Carlo integration [8℄.
As a typial example, Fig. 3 shows the photon rate for isotropi momentum
distribution with ξ = 0 as a funtion of the angle φ in the x-y-plane (see
Fig. 1), separated in the two irularly polarized states and their unpolar-
ized sum. Results for other ξ values look qualitatively similar. For the QGP
where the hard energy sale exeeds T & 200MeV, the ratio E/T = 5 orre-
sponds to photon energies of 1GeV or higher. Photons with suh high energy
are emitted during the initial stage and are not aeted by the subsequent
expansion. Bakground eets typially set in at lower energies. This is om-
plementary to the studies in [9℄ where muh lower photon energies were on-
sidered. One observes a maximum for left (right) irular polarized photons
along (opposite to) the diretion of the global spin. This is in aordane with
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Figure 3. (Color online). Photon rate for E/T = 5 and ξ = 0 for full quark polar-
ization p¯rest = 1, separated in left and right irularly polarized and unpolarized
photons, as a funtion of the azimuthal angle φ in the x-y-plane. The hard-soft sep-
aration sale is varied by a fator 2 up (dashed line) or down (dotted line) around
its entral value (thik line).
high-energy Compton sattering, where heliity states ouple to irularly po-
larized photons. There appears to be some angular dependene also for the
unpolarized photon rate [25,26,27℄. We veried that this eet is physial for
prolate momentum anisotropies with ξ ≈ −1 (orresponding to early stages
of the ollision) where it arises from the angular dependene of unpolarized
photon emission from quark-antiquark annihilation with transverse spin. For
isotropi and oblate systems in momentum spae with ξ & 0, the unpolar-
ized photon rate only shows small φ-dependene suh that the non-negligible
dependene of the unpolarized eet on the hoie of the intermediate uto
sale k∗ prevents denitive onlusions at this point. Apart from irular po-
larization, the remaining Stokes parameters that desribe linear polarization
all vanish.
From the maximum (max) and minimum (min) photon rate as a funtion of φ
we obtain the visibility V = (max−min) / (max + min). Figure 4 depits V
for polarized photons as a funtion of the photon energy. In this ratio, system-
ati unertainties are largely anelled. We nd that the visibility inreases
with growing oblate anisotropy ξ & 0 (orresponding to later stages of the
ollision) and photon energy, but dereases for prolate distributions ξ < 0.
For a dierent hoie of the prefator N(ξ) =
√
1 + ξ for the anisotropy dis-
tribution funtions used in [24℄ one nds a similar dependene on ξ, but less
pronouned. For energies E/T . 4, the inuene of our assumption (1) annot
be negleted, but for larger energies, the result appears to be rather insensitive
to the hoie of the intermediate uto sale k∗. The visibility is proportional
to global polarization ∝ p¯rest (e.g. for ξ = 10 and global spin polarization
p¯rest ≈ 0.05, the visibility would be V ≈ 0.04), and is largest in the x-y-plane.
Thus, the quark polarization is imprinted on emitted photons. Therefore pho-
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Figure 4. (Color online). Visibility V of photons with irular polarization as a
funtion of photon energy for various anisotropy parameters ξ. Bands mean the
same as in Fig. 3.
ton polarization an be used to measure spin polarization, provided one an
detet the polarization state of high-energy photons.
Due to the involved dynamis in heavy-ion ollisions, there is a rih variety
of possible photons soures. One usually separates the ontributions into di-
ret photons, fragmentation photons, and bakground photons [28,29℄. Diret
photons are those produed through parton ollisions, like Compton satter-
ing and quark - antiquark annihilation. Apart from thermal photons from the
quark-gluon plasma, diret photons also inlude prompt photons from initial
hard parton satterings, as well as thermal photons from a later hadron gas
phase. Fragmentation photons are produed by bremsstrahlung emitted from
nal state partons. Bakground photons are produed by hadron deay in later
stages of the ollision suh as π0 → γγ or η → γγ. Additionally, high-energy
partons in the form of jets an produe photons through diret interation
with the medium and through in-medium bremsstrahlung. In the following,
we will analyze to what extent these proesses ould lead to the prodution
of polarized photons.
Prompt photons dominate the photon spetrum at the highest energies. If
one onsiders the leading-order ontributions from Compton sattering and
annihilation, one sees from Eq. (6) that the photons produed an only be
polarized if the inoming quarks are polarized. This ould our through spin
polarization of the ions in the storage ring. The polarization of inoming quarks
ould also be triggered through a strong magneti eld that is reated in non-
entral ollisions as explained below. However, this energy range is not of
interest for thermal photon prodution, beause at this energy range thermal
photons are highly suppressed.
For energies below a few GeV, bakground photons beome inreasingly dom-
8
inating and diult to subtrat [28℄. The main ontribution of bakground
photons originates from π0 → 2γ deay. But sine the pion has spin zero
[30,31℄, it an not arry any spin information out of the plasma, and thus
no net polarization an be transfered to the two photons produed. Thus,
bakground photons from π0 do not introdue additional photon polarization.
Experimentally, the energy region of a few GeV is the most promising to look
for thermal photons. Here photons produed through jets ompete with or
even exeed the prompt photon yield [29℄. Most important are photons that
are produed through onversion of a jet in the plasma through Compton
sattering or annihilation. Polarized photons ould be produed either if the
thermal quark from the QGP is polarized or if a quark in the jet is polar-
ized. In the former ase a global quark polarization ould be reeted in the
photons emitted. In the latter ase, strong magneti elds ould lead to a
polarization of quarks and thus to the emission of polarized photons. It has
been pointed out reently that in non-entral heavy-ion ollisions indeed the
harged remnants of the inoming nulei that do not partiipate in the olli-
sion indue a very strong magneti eld in the ollision region that an exeed
the ritial magneti eld of eletrons for a short time [32℄. This eld would
lead to a spin orientation of produed quarks in jets whih in turn ould be
onverted into polarized photons through interation with the hot medium. A
strong magneti eld would further allow for magneti bremsstrahlung [33℄,
that is the emission of a photon from a quark or antiquark in the presene
of a bakground magneti eld - a proess that is kinematially forbidden for
a vanishing magneti eld. A areful quantitative study of all these dierent
possible ontributions is neessary to estimate the experimental detetability
of the polarization produed in the quark-gluon plasma.
As unpolarized photons are routinely observed in high-energy ollisions [7,25℄,
a main experimental hallenge is to detet irularly polarized photons in the
GeV energy range [34,35℄. We propose to use a single aligned rystal ating as
a quarter wave plate for high energy photons [36,37℄ to onvert their irular
polarization into linear polarization that an then be analyzed by means of
another aligned rystal through oherent eletron-positron pair prodution
[36,35,38℄. The low photon uxes of the order of a photon per ollision that
are expeted from the QGP in the GeV energy range would pose an additional
tehnial diulty for the experimental detetability. On the other hand, even
if the polarization detetor overs only a fration of the 4π overage at some
xed position in the laboratory, angular dependene studies an be performed
as the reonstrutible reation plane and thus the global polarization hanges
its orientation from event to event.
Conluding, we have shown that spin polarization in the QGP would lead to
the emission of irularly polarized photons. Good photon polarization visi-
bility is found in partiular for higher photon energies and oblate momentum
9
distributions. We further showed that for the leading order proesses onsid-
ered, momentum anisotropy alone annot give rise to polarization of photons.
With the ongoing experimental progress in the detetion of polarized photons
in the GeV range, further exploration of other soures of polarized photons in
heavy-ion ollisions would ertainly be desirable.
We thank A. Apyan, K. Z. Hatsagortsyan, Z.-T. Liang, B. Shenke, M. Strik-
land, A. Surzhykov, S. Tashenov, and U. I. Uggerhøj for helpful disussions.
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